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In the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-266-0LA
; .

50-301-0LA
WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

.o , t ,*gJigy fn 'Q(Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2). November 5, 1981 p
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8 / gMEMORANDUM AND ORDER
-

%g @,Llh6'IZING ISSUANCE OF A LICENSE AMENDMENT PERMITTING;.

RETURN TO POWER WITH UP TO SIX DEGRADED TUBES SLEEVED RATHER THAN PbJp
#

<

.

[This memorandum and order was originally issued from the bench at the

conclusion of a hearing held in Milwaukee, Wisconsin on October 29 and-30,
.

1981. The principal modifications of the oral order are editorial,
; including the addition of explanatory text, citations to the record and to

legal authority. When appropriate, additional reasons for the opinion also .

have been inserted.].

i~
,

|
On September 28, 1981, Wisconsin Electric Power Company (WE) requested

authorization for interim operation of Unit 1 with degraded steam generator

tubes sleeved rather than plugged. Sleevipg is a method of attempting to
.

'

repair steam generator tubes which are suffering from corrosion. In this

method, a new tube with a smaller diameter than the corroded tube is

inserted inside t 9 corroded tube, spanning the area in which corrosion g
,
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occurred. Then the new interior tube, called a " sleeve", is bonded at its

top and bottom to the exterior tube.

The reason WE needs a license amendment for sleeving is that it has

been required to plug (and remove from service) tubes which are " degraded"

because they nave lost 40 percent of their design wall thickness due to

corrosion. A license amendment is needed to permit operation of the reactor

with sleeves rather than plugs in degraded tubes. WE now seeks permission

to operate with up to six degraded tubes sleeved rather than plugged. WE

asserts that this limited demonstration program will help it to evaluate a

full sleeving program involving up to 2,500 tules in the two Point Beach

nuclear steam generating units which would be coniucted at a later time.

Further hearings could be required prior to authorization of the full scale

program.

We have decided, after consideration of the entire record in this case,

to authorize issuance of a license amendment to permit operation after the
.

sleeving of six tubes which t 'y be so degraded that they would have had to

have been plugged if the amendment were not issued. (We note that licensee

also plans to sleeve up to six additional tubes which have not been corroded

to the plugging limit of 40% degradation. No license amendment is required

for this attivity since the original tubes have not been corroded beyond the

plugging limit specified in the license.)

I BACKGROUND

On July 2, 1981, WE filed a technical specification change request to

permit it to sleeve tubes. Then, on July 20, 1981, Wisconsin's

Environmental Decade (Decade) requested a hearing on the WE request. This

request for a hearing preceded the issuance of a Notice of Hearing, which
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was published in the Federal Register on August 7,1981. An Atomic Safety

and 'icensing Board was not appointed until August 25, 1981.

In the two months since its appointment, the Board has attempted to

expedite this proceeding, consistent with the need tc he fair to the

parties . The Board's approach was first made known to the parties during an

on-the-record telephone conference held on September 16, 1981. The approach

also was explained in our formal order of October 1.

When the Board learned that WE wished a ruling that would permit it to

conduct a demonstration program on sleeving during its Fall outage, the

Board sought expedition. It took steps to grant Decade extraordinary

procedural rights to offset the time pressure and help it to be informed so

that the Board could act in a responsible and fair manner within WE's

expressed time requirements. During the September 16 telephone conference,

even before Decade was admitted as a party, we ordered the parties to

discuss "everything that is available and relevant." We also invited Decade

to further particularize its contentions, with the understanding that we

mld act in a f aii manner on the filing. Furthermore, we announced on page-

5 of our memorandum and order of October 1 that:

In this case, we expect to be particularly sensitive to petitioner's
procedural rights because we agree with Decade that the need for expe-
dition has been created by WE, which delayed filing its amendment only
because of its incorrect assumption that a hearing would not be neces-
s ary.

Because of the short time period involved, the Board asked extensive

technical questions of WE, even though Decade had not yet availed itself of

the invitation to seek discovery. Our "first set of questions was issued in

the October 1 Order, only two days after we had received the Westinghouse

Sleeving Report which was furnished by WE to provide a technical basis for

s
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its sleeving request. Our second set of questions was asked cn October 13,

1981.

On October 13, 1981, we formally admitted Decade as a party and granted

it wide latitude for discovery. We interpreted its contentions to permit it

to pursue any safety and environmental concerns it might develop concerning

sleeving. We considered this wide scope for discovery necessary because it

was not feasible to await and individually decide filii.gs for the admission

of late contentions.

We have found WE cooperative with Board requests. It answered our

first set of questions in only eight days, on October 9. It responded to

our second set of questions on October 16, after only three days. It

responded to Decade's interrogatories, which were finally issued on October

24, in only three days.

By contrast, Decade chose not to avail itself of the procedural

advantages given to it. This choice flowed in part from its allegation that
,

the Westinghouse Sleeving Report contains information that should not be

accorded proprietary treatment. This concern delayed its analysis of the

Westinghouse sleeving report, even after the Board had expressed its view,

during an October 9,1981, telephone conference, that procedures should be

devised for Decade to use thd disputed document in the preparation of its

case. Tr. 87, 90. (We called confidentiality a " separate issue from whether

or r.ot we can arrange for you to immediately examine [these documents] . . .

for purposes of this case".) Indeed, in the course of that conference, the

Board ordered that Decade notify the Board if it did not accept the terms of

the protective agreement offered to it by WE. Tr. 92. Since it did not

notify the Board, we were surprised to hear from Decade in an October 19

filing that an " impasse" had been created because WE would not agree to a

.. .. ..
. .
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condition it sought to attach to its signing of the protective agreement in

the case.

Because of the interrelationship between Decade's disclosure concerns
~

and the degree of f airness it was accorded in this case, this matter will be -

discussed further, below.

II NATURE OF THE "SHOW CAUSE" PROCEDURE

~ A. What is a "show cause" procedure?

The Board styled the' October 29-30 hearing as a '?show cause" proceed-

ing. .The basic notion' for this proceeding, which was agreed to by all the

parties (see Tr. 79,. where the Board expresses appreciation for this ,

agreement), was that Decade would need to show some' reason why a demonstra-
-

tion program should not go forward. Although the standards we have
~

discussed were quite lenient, we stressed that Decade would' need to show ;

something "important". See Order of October 1 at. 9.

The show cause proceeding also considered WE's October 8 motion for

summary disposition with respect to the demonstration program. Summary

L disposition was requested with respect to contentions 3-6, which Decade had

submitted. 1:a explained _ at several times in the hearing that the standards-

for our show cause order were appropriate for determination of the motion

for summary disposition. Motions for summary disposition genrally are

filed after discovery is completed. In the interest of fairness, the Board

concluded that when summary disposition is requested prior to completion of -

f discovery, it is only necessary for the opposing party to demonstrate that
I there is reason to inquire further. That is, it can either demonstrate the

,

existence of a genuine issue of fact or can show that there is a good reason .
-

for the Board to defer judgment until after. specific discovery requests are'

made and answered.
7.

'

!
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'One other motion was determined by the show cause proceeding--WE's
;

September 28 motion for . interim operation of' Unit I with steam generator;

k' tubes sleeved rather than plugged. Since WE never showed why any other

: standards were -appropriate for determining the-merits of its motion, we

applied our show cause standards.

!

B. Standards for " showing cause"
.

We have discussed the standards to be applied to an order to show

cause at several times in this proceeding. The most complete exposition,
b

which summarized other explanations in the record, occurred at a telephone
:

'

conference held on October 26,1981 ' At that conference, we attempted to
,

explain and make completely explicit the standards we would apply. See Tr.

219-224. -

.
,

The shortest available summary of our standard is found at Tr.' 221. ,

; There we said we were requiring a-demonstration of "an important genuine
' issue".
,

| We also have repeatedly. compared our show cause standard to the

threshhold applicable to the admission of contentions in Commission*

proceedings. In that conte'xt, we have cited the standard applied to the'

admission of contentions in Cleve: 3ad Electric Illuminating Company, et al.

(Perry Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 & 2), LBP 81-24 (1981), slip op. at
.

9-15, 24-28, 36. The Perry case stands for the proposition that the basis

for contentions should be judged in light of the entire procedural context.

In that case, the context included the filing of responses to contentions;
i and the Board held that there must be reason or authority supporting the

proposition that the responses did not completely dispose of thei

,

contentions.
.

i

|

4
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We recognize that the application of Perry standards to the admission

of contentions may be somewhat controversial, as tP' decision was i

precedential. However, we are convinced that the lication of the same

standards to our show cause proceeding should be without substantial i

controversy. ,

l

By applying the Perry standards to this case, we initially admitted |

contentions on a liberal basis. (See October 13, 1981 Memorandum and Order

at 2. ) Indeed, the contentions were admitted largely because of the |
1

fragmentary nature of WE's filings prior to Decade's filing of the basis for
1

its contentions. (Id. at 3-4) This made it necessary for us -to conclude

that Decade had shown a basis for doubting the safety of the sleeving

proceedures. However, in the same decision, at p. 5, we made it clear that

if we had considered later filings of WE to be relevant to the admission of |

contentions, we might well have reached a contrary ccmclusion.

We consider Perry standards appropriate for the admission of

contentions. Even were they considered too rigorous for general applica-

tion, they certainly are appropriate here. Consider that if we were to hold
1

an evidentiary hearing on any of the contentions, the result of holding the .l

hearing likely would be that the demonstration program involved in the

application would be delayed. Consider also the wealth of opportunities |

|

Decade has had to establish a basis for its contentions. It has had the

Westinghouse Sleeving Report (and the sleeving report for San Onofre), and

the opportunities to ask interrogatories, to receive and analyze answers to

questions raised by the Board, to question witnesses at the show cause

hearing, and to obtain consideration for some arguments it has made in an

untimely fashion.

We have carefully considered possible prejudice that might exist to

Decade as a result of this ruling.
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The show cause hearing began by considering a motion for continuance

filed by Decade. In ruling on this motion, after extensive argument by the

parties, we found that the motion should be denied. Tr. 399-402. (Note

that line 4 on p. 399 should say " illuminate", not " eliminate".) The

argument had been in two parts: (1) the importance of the demonstration

program, and (2) specific prejudice alleged by Decade.

We found that most of WE's objectives for its demonstration program

could be accomplished without amend %g its license, because it could gain

experience with the sleeving process and then plug the sleeved tubes. On

the other hand, we noted that WE had both commercial and safety reasons for

wishing not to plug the tubes. In particular, WE had stated (without con-

tradiction) that the only kind of plugging which could be utilized on the

sleeved tubes would be welded plugs, making it necessary to remove the tubes

from service permanently and causing a continuing reduction of coolant flow.

In addition, returning to service with sleeved tubes would implement WE's ,

" lead tube" concept, giving it operating experience with the leak

perfo mance of a small number of tubes and permitting it to destructively

evaluate a tube prior to commencing any full scale sleeving program.

As a result of our conclusions on the marginal safety significance of

returning to power with tubes sleeved, we stated that the burden for

demonstrating th'at the program should not go forward was less than if the
;

safety benefits were more important. However, we found that the burden

still existed.

We then discussed the possibility of specific prejudice calling for a

continuance. We concluded, however, that the standard we would appiy in the

show cause proceeding was sufficiently lenient that no prejudice could be

shown. In particular, we pointed out that application of the threshhold

requirement for the admission of contentions would leave Decade with many
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procedural advantages not generally available at that stage of the

proceeding, including the availability of the Staff's Safety Evaluation

Report and Environmental Impact Assessment.

III REDUNDANT NATURE OF PROCEEDINGS ON LICENSE AMENDMENT REQUESTS

The role of an Atomic Safety Licensing Board is limited and is accom-

panied by other procedures within the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The

most important procedure is the review by the regulatory Staff, comprised of

experts who are officials of the United States Government and whose

responsibility is to assure themselves of the safety of the proposed

amendment. They have done that in this case.

We have to decide whether tnere are content fons which have been

presented to us which provide a reason for believing that there is a health,

safety, or environmental problem with issuing the license anendment. We

also are obligated to decide whether in the course of the proceeding we have

learned of an issue of such important safety or environmental consequences

that we should exercise our authority to consider such issues, even when

they have not been raised by the parties.

IV CONCLUSIONS AND GENERAL OBSERVATIONS CONCERNING THE PROCEEDING .

We have carefully examined each of the contentions which has been

raised and, for reasons that we will discuss below, have concluded that

those contentions lack sufficient basis for conducting an evidentiary
'hearing.

In addition, we have pursued inquiries of our own somewhat more

intensely than boards usually do in proceedings. We have done that because

of the need to act promptly if we were to decide whether or not Applicant

can begin its planned demonstration program. Our questions were designed to

- - . _. _
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facilitate a decision which paid as much attention to the merits as is

posible under the cirumstances.

We have had a few problems in the course of this proceeding which bear

discussion at the outset. Intervenor has taken a strong, principled stand

concerning the right of the public to know about information which may be

relevant to the decision of the Board, 5 t which is claimed by Westinghouse

to be proprietary. The Board has tried ;o divorce that confidentiality
issue from the consideration of health and safety issues, believing that

confidentiality is important but can be resolved separately and

expeditiously, even prior to the time that WE plans to return to power with

sleeved tubes. In our opinion, the public interest in open government can be

resolved through the timely consideration of Decade's arguments about public

release of information. However, challenges to the confidentiality of

documents need not be resolved prior to the determination of safety and

environmental issues. .

Nevertheless, Decade's concern about confidentiality has on several

occasiens caused it to blindfold its. elf to some f acts in th's case by

refusing to attend in camera sessions of the October 29-30 hearing.

It also delayed Decade in its analysis of the Westinghouse Sleeving

Report. To the extent that these problems have existed, they are problems

of Decade's own creation. They have made it extremely difficult to accept

the legitimacy of Decade's quarrels with the speed with which this

proceeding was conducted.

On September 16, even before Decade was admitted as a party, we gave

it rights to ask questions of the other parties. That was an extraordinary

step by this Board. Decade never used that right until Saturday, October

23.

Although Decade's f amiliarity with this case began in July and the

Board was appointed in late August, the Board framed two full sets of
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questions before Decade framed any. Furthermore, our questions suggested

areas in which Decade could have inquired in order to establish a basis for

its safety and environmental concerns.

To this point Decade has been unsuccessful in obtaining even a single

relevant expert to review the technical information contained in this

record. It was unable to identify any expert that might appear if we were

to hold an evidentiary hearing in this case immediately following the show

cause hearing. In addition, Decade did not cite any source materials in

support of its sleeving contentions except sources supporting the proposi-

tion that defects in a steu generator, unrelated to sleeving, could cause

serious safety problems.

We could conclude that if Decade had far more time it would have been

able to find a basis for its contentions, but that would be strict

conjecture on our part. It is entirely consistent wi'th our record that

regardless of the time available, Decade could not have supported its

allegations because there are no substantial reasons for doubting the safety

of tnis demonstratioa program.

Before we begin the discussion of the individual contentions, we would
'

point out that for the most part Decade has tried to rely on intuitive

arguments. It has found situations in which some further testing is going

to be done, in order to further improve the safety of the procedures that

are being undertaken. It also has found questions that were asked by Staff,

particularly in the San Onofre sleeving procedure, and has said that if

there was a question or that if there is a test undone then, of course, the

demonstration program proposed by WE must be unsafe.

Decade also has complained that there have been errors in the past

within the nuclear industry in anticipating specifically what corrosion

.
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mechanisms would take place wit'hin a nuclear reactor. It also identified
~

some minor. errors made in the operation of the Point Beach reactors.

L We understand that Decade's safety concerns' are deeply felt and that

its suspicions of nuclear energy are strong. However, we do:not consider

- general fears or criticisms as being the basis for holding an evidentiary
>

e

' hearing in this proceeding. It is first necessary to show that there is

reason to suspect the specific procedures or safety-related tests being-

employed in this case.-

,

Often, successful participation as. an intervenor in Nuclear Regulatory
i

Commission proceedings requires mastery of a complex technical record. In

this case, involving a sleeving amendment, the record is-less dense and
I difficult than in larger-cases, but it still contains complex information
i related to chemistry, metallurgy, . engineering, and the application of the

experimental method in laboratory tests that have been performed. Decade
,

has failed to show enough of an understanding of these materials to raise .

important issues for us to consider.;

; .

I V CONSIDERATION OF INDIVIDUAL CONTENTIONS
,

Despite our admission of a single, broad contention for consideration'

-
:

|
in this proceeding, Decade chose to concentrate .its efforts on the

contentions it had' proposed and we had accepted. These were contentions 3,

I 4, 5, and 7, and each is discussed below. In addition, Decade sought to

raise an issue concerning reactor vessel embrittlement. We excluded this

. issue because Decade failed to establish a basis for relating the request

for a tube sleeving amendment to the issue of embrittlement. Tr. 598. We|

- also excluded, because it was filed late without appropriate good.cause, a
! .

.
" contention concerning the sleeving of tubes previously plugged with explo-

sive plugs. Tr. 598-599. However, we pursued this issue ourselves and

invited Decada to ask questions of Staff and of a WE witness. Tr. 645-681.

!

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ - - .
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A. Contention #3: Circumferential Rupture

Contention Number 3 is that during sleeving the braz; or weld between

the upper rim of the sleeve and the inner surf ace of the original tube will

weaken the integrity of the tube even in laboratory conditions and in the

field may f atally compromise its integrity. This, Decade alleges, may lead

to a circumferential rupture of the tube under various operating and/or

accident conditions.

We will attempt to summarize Decade's arguments. Initially, it relied

on a portion of a statement by David K. Porter, Manager of the Nuclear

Engineering Section of the Nuclear Power Department of Wisconsin Electric

Power Company. Mr. Porter had stated that brazing or welding caused a 10

percent weakening of the tube material. He also stated that the strength of

the material was not significantly affected and has since stated that the

" sleeving will strengthen the tube and the joining process will not increase

the potential for circumferential rupture of the tube during operating
and/or accident conditions." September 28 Affidavit at 4; Attachment 1 to

hE's motion for authorization for interim operation.

Decade has stated that there is a new potential for a problem of tube

rupture because th> sMye spans in an area above the tubesheet and if the

sleevea tube were to collapse there would be no constraining effect from the

tubesheet. Tr. 408-409. At page 409 of the transcript Decade said:

there will be weakening of the original tube and the corrosive
resistance of it. On the other hand, there is the reinforcing effect
of a sleeve in addition to the joint which may in fact provide
additional strength, but I don't think the status of the recced at this
point in time can make it said to be conclusive such that there is no
genuine issue of fact, and the proof of the pudding of that assertion
is the statement that tests are in progress and it follows that you
would not have tests in reogress to establish the validity of the
joints if there was no genuine issue of fact to be determined.

.
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This passage consists of an assertion that the sleeve will cause a

weakening of the original tube and an assertion that if there are tests to

be completed then of course there must be an issue concerning the safety of

the sleeved tube.

Decade also has cited a report of the American Physical Society, copies

of' which were distributed just prior to the delivery of the oral opinion in

this case. However, that report deals primarily with the effects of rupture

of generator tubes. It does not, however, deal at all with sleeving.

Applicant's position is that extensive laboratory testing has

corroborated the strength of the upper bond. Extensive testing has been

completed both for San Onofre and Point Beach. Westinghouse Sleeving Report

6.1.1; Licensee's Response to Licensing Board Questions (October 9,1981)

at 3-5, 8, 9, 12, 13; Licensee's Response to Second Round of Licensing Board

Questions (Octobar 16,1981) at 3, 5-6, 6-7, 7-8, 8-9; Licens5e's

Supplemer.ial Response to Board Question on Deplugged Tubes (October 29, -

1981), passim. These tests are documented in the Westinghouse reports that

were submitted to us for our recoro. ,in addition, there has been limited

operating experience with sleeving at San Onofre. The laboratory tests and

engineering studies indicate that the upper joint is above applicable code
,

standards in strength, and that there is no reason to believe that there is

a weakening of the upper joint to a point where it is below code standards.

Staff Safety Evaluation Report %2.2,3.1,6.0.

. _ . .
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Applicant argues that while there are a couple of tests outstanding

there is no reason to believe that they are necessary to assure the safety

of the demoristration program.

During this proceeding we offered to have Decade question a witness for

Staff and for Applicant concerning the importance of the uncompleted tests

in this case. Since the tests were alleged to be proprietary, we ruled that

discussion would nesi to be held in camera. Decade then refused our invita-

tion on the grounds that it would not go into a closed session because of I

the importance of the public's right to know.

We consider that there is a lack of logic to Decade's testing argument.

We have examined reports of the tests that have been conducted and feel

assured, as Staff has felt assured, that the strength of this joint has

withstood appropriate laboratory challenges. SER at 52.2, 3.1, 3.3 and

6.0. We also arranged for confirmation of these conclusions by obtaining

the agreement of the parties, during an on-the-record telephone conference )
held on tiovember 5, that WE will submit completed data analyses on

compliance with the 3 Sm limit for primary plus secondary stress, and that

the Staff must find these analyses satisf actory, before a license will

issue. Cf. SER %2.2.

We are pleased that additional tests will continue even after licensing

is approved. It is always desirable to obtain additional information. In )
|

matters affecting nuclear power reactors, it is important th?.t the operator

of a power reactor continue inquiring, learning and obtaining additional

information. Consequently, we must reject Decade's argument concerning

additional testing. Acceptance of its argument would create an incentive

for companies to conduct only those tests necessary for licensing and to
Ieschew further tests designed to improve safety margins still further.

In short, we have no reason to believe, either based on logic or on

authority, that the joint in question is unsafe or has been weakened until,

|

I
. _ _ - - - - _ _ _ - - - - - - ..
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it is- below code strength. Although there appears. to be some small

reduction in the strength of. the tube _as the result of the joining process,
~

the.combinedestructure appears to be stronger than the tube alone and the
i-

structure-together exceeds code standards.

'

l

B. Contention'#4: Corrosive Environment in the Annulus4

Contention 4 is that the annulus between the original tube and _ the.
-

sles e may give rise to an unexpectedly corrosive environment if the tube ,

should have or develop a through wall crack and secondary water impurities ~~
I
'

'

seep into the narrow space. j*

The contention relied' initially on the fact that the staff asked

questions of the San Onofre-licensees concerning what would happen between

| the sleeve and the' tube. At transcript page 494 Decade makes it clear that

|. it considers that it is intuitively obvious that the narrow space between
~

; the sleev'e and tube gives rise to a potentially greater rate of' corrosion
- e

than an open space. .

,

| There are laboratory tests contained in the reports submitted-in this )
case that demonstrate that the risk of, corrosion in the annulus is not

'

greater than the risk of corrosion presently experienced in.the corrosion

area above the tube sheet and in the tube sheet crevices.

{
Nevertheless, we went into executive session, which Decade refused to

enter. Tr. 498-515 (in -camera). During that session we satisfied ourselves
' that destructive tests have been. conducted that corroborate the fact there

is no special problem in the annulus between the sleeve and tube. That,_
,

combined with engineering judgments, persuades us that Decade's contention

is unsubstantiated.

In addition, we accept assertions made in both the confidential and

public sessions (Tr. 503-506,518-520) by Mr. W.D. Fletcher, a Westinghouse

,
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nuclear engineering manag;r, that the thermally treated Inconel 600 metal

tube (See September 28 filing by Mr. Porter, in which this material is

described in this way without reservation of proprietary rights) is an order

of magnitude (10 times) more resistant to corrosion that the tubes

initially contained in the steam generator. We believe that this gives

additional assurance that even were ther = some error concerning the

corrosi.e environment- betwean tube and sleeve that there still would be no

reason to believe that the rate of corrosion would create any dangers during

the course of the planned demonstration.

In short, on this contention as well, Decade has not provided any
,

reason or authority for its concern that a specially corrosive environment

will exist in the annulus between the sleeve and the tube and that this will

lead to an unsafe condition.

C. Contention #5: The Sleeve Interferes With Eddy Current Testing

Contention 5 is that the presence of the sleeve will make the inter-

pretation of eddy current test results extremely difficult and increase the
,

probability that tubes with incipient failures may go undetected and rupture

during a loss of collant accident.
Decade's contention is derived from questions asked by Staff about San

Onofre. There also is some support for the contention in the Staff's Safety

Evaluation Report, which finds (p. 6):

Eddy current inspection of the sleeve joints sill present some
difficulties particularly for the " alternate" type upper joint. The
sleeve joints contain a number of features which will produce competing
ECT signals making it more difficult to discriminate sleeve or tube
wall defects at these locations. The application of the multifrequency
techniques will provide enhanced capability to discriminate flaw
signals from these competing signals. Westinghouse is currently
investigating ECT procedures to further improve the inspectability of
these regions including the use of magnetic bias techniques and
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alternate probe types such as the crosswound probe, the rotating
pancake (PRC) probe, and the multicoil surf ace riding probe.

Hcwever, the Staff did not conclude that these problems with a single

test--eddy current inspection--caused an important safety problem; and

Decade has not given us a reason to doubt the Staff's conclusion.

The principal difficulties in eddy current testing appear to be limited

to the joints, which are not in areas that are particularly susceptible te

corrasion. SER 2.7, as typographically corrected on November 4,1981.

Applicant and Staff agree that multiple frequency eddy current testing

improves the esolution of the test, that there are some experimental

itchniques with eddy current testing which are likely to give. still better

cosults, and that there are no safety problems as a result of these testing

difficulties, There is continuous monitoring of leaks between the sleeved

trae and the secondary system during operation. SER 53.1,6.0.

Furthermore, hydrostatic pressure tests are conducted to assure the

integrity of the sleeved tube before it is returned to service. SER 3.5. .

In short, Decade has not given us any reason or authority for the

propcsition that it has sdvanced in this cuntention.
,

D. Contention #7: Low Quality Work b: Channel Head Workers

Contention 7 is that the la'rge number of workers required to perform

a full scale rieeving program in the radioactive environment of the steam

generater eill exceed the ability of the licensee or vendor to provide

wo6.ces from their stable work forces. This, Decade argues, will

necess; tate the employment of untrained and transient " jumpers" to perform

the bulk of the work, which may deteriorate as a consequence.
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Decade argues that ' allegations were made in the course of the San

Onofre . proceedings that _there had been serious problems with the quality of

the work force working at the channel head.
o

These allegations included the use on the job site of. marijuana and

alcohol. WE submitted for our consideration the investigative report

|
. concerning these allegations. That -report found -no basis for concern about

safety. Nevertheless, the report contained some ' findings which raise

!' questions. about the quality of work by the San Onofre channel head workers.

Since those workers were hired by Atlantic Nuclear Services-(ANS), which has'=

|
responsibilities at at Point Beach as well, this gave us some reason 'to

~

>

inquire:further before acting on the contention. Consequently, we cannot

reject allegations about performance solely on the basis of the enforcement
#

report.

Applicant in this proceeding responded to a. Decade interrogatory by
,

describing the screening standards and training for workers in its

demonstrat. ion program. It reports that:

'.

; LThe 40 channel head workers] . . . curr.intly in-training are between
' the ages of 20 and '47 years and most have backgrounds in the mechanical

or electrical field. All are high school graduates with many having
college and technical school educations.

* * *

I Wettinghouse has set up a full-scale steam generator mockup, along with
all of the sleeving equipment. The training program includes the
operation.of sleeving equipment and installation of production sleeves,

into the steam generator mockup. . . . The channel head worker training
program consists of ten hours a day, seven days a week training in all
f acets of the sleevinT operation.

Licensee's. Response- to Decade's First Interrogatories at 15-16 (October 27,
.

' 1981).

Based on this description of the hiring and training program, we do not

L believe that Decade's reference to allegations made about San Onofre are

sufficient to raise serious doubts about the channel head workers'

r

,, .. < n ev - , ,-- , ,.---+.-.....,e--. , , , - , - . , - - . - - - , . - , , , ..m..n. . . , , , . . , . ~ , . - , . . , - . , . - . , - , - . , -
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competence. Even though work on the channel head is of a temporary nature
<

-because employees must receive ;a radiction . dose which -prevents cont nuous . ;i

employment at such tasks, the hiring criteria useen appropriate and the

intensive ' full-scale mockup training should identify those workers lacking
!

in seriousness of purpose. -

,

Nevertheless, we inquired still further. We determined that channel
~

- head workers are closely supervised during ' sleeve installation, including

the presence of TV monitors trained on the sleeve-insertion area and the use

of' communications. equipment to give continuous verbal direction to workers.

Tr. 614-616. In addition, we asked Decade to speculate whether there are any

work defects which might occur in the course of sleeving which would not be

detected in the quality assurance program or in the measurements which WE

will implement to' evaluate its demonstration program.
! Decade was impeded in its ability to speculate about the difficulty of

*

a

detecting hypothetical probitms because it' refused to participate in an
'

!' in camera session which we considered necessary. Tr. 621-623. Decade did

f argue that there had been situations in the past where a tube which should y

|- have been plugged was not plugged and in'which two tubes were plugged though
I

they did not need to be. WE stipulated that these events may have occurred.

However, Decade could n:t suggest any specific kinds of defective work yhich

would not be detected.

We find that the cited mistakes of Applicant, not leading to serious

safety problems, do not cast sufficient doubt on its quality assurance

program to. provide a basis for Decade's contention. We are satisfied that

hiring, training, supervision, quality assurance and measurement (for the

: demonstration on tube sleeving) programs appear to be appropriate, and
[ Decade has not raised any serious question concerning safety or

environmental . hazards arising from the joint operation of these programs.
,

"n t tw w ~~- ~ v m - ~w" s - nm+ -v ~ v s - w----s n~~v--s**~wvw--~,,v,-,*msv'r-+r, va s rs ~+ wn ~- m<-#~~w-,vev,- v-~ - ~ = w- + - w s' <- a-r w sm- ~
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In !short, Decade has not provided any reason or authority' to relate its

contention concerning channel head workers to any safety or environmental
~

,

'

problem in the sleeving demonstration program.
~

We note that 'in considering this contention we decided that it was

appropriate to interpretLit to apply-to a demonstration progran even though

on its face it does seem to_ apply only to the full scale sleeving program. .

We believe that. in light of the fact that the contention was filed prior Hto
:
,

the filing of WE's Motion for Interim Relief, addresses to a demonstration
4

j only, -iti is appropriate to consider that the contention would to apply to a
t

! demonstration program.
.

E. Possible Board Issue: Sleeving of Deplugged Tubes

After completing our excmination of Decade's contentions, the Board'

proceeded to explore the possibility that it would raise ,a sua sponte11ssue.

The issue involved concerns possible safety problems related to the sleeving
~

of tubes that were first' deplugged. The . reason for our concern was that'

sleeving of deplugged-tubes was not done at San Onofre, and we noticed that

in the Safety Evaluation Report prepared by Staff there had been noi

' conclus. ion reached about the safety of sleeving deplugged tubes.

We called Staff witnesses on this question and interrogated them at

some length. Tr. 644-668, 675-676. We then had Applicant call an expert

winess, from whom we obtained some useful information concerning the nature

of explosive plugs and special problems related to the possible removal of
.

explosive plugs. Tr. 669-675. During the course of these inquiries,-which

were conducted in a public sesion, we offered Decade the opportunity to
4

i
question the witnesses. Decade refused.

It is our conclusion after gaining a more complete understanding of the1

f nature of explosve plugs and after obtaining an express judgment by Staff

,

i

_ - . . _ , . _ , _ _ _ _ . - _ . _ , . _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ . . , _ . _ _ _ - , - . . . , .. _ _ _ - ., _ _ ,_
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concerning the safety of the sleeving of deplugged tubes that there is no
_

need for us to inquire further about this issue as a sua sponte matter.
..

VI PROCEDURAL RULINGS

We announced at the hearing that our oral decision could properly be

used as the basis for preparing appeal or stay papers, should Decade wish.
" We also explained to Staff, in response to a question, that it could treat
:

the oral opinion as an authorization to the Director of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation to issue a license amendment.
- This Memorandum and Order is based on the orally delivered decision in

this case. To the extent that it contains new or different material, appeal

rights shall date from the date of issuance of this Memorand;m and Order.

Given the current stature of this case, we also have dr.rided to excuse

the parties from one of the two monthly discovery progress reports that were
- previously required, in particular the first report required each month.

'
.

ORDER

For all the foregoing reasons and based on consideratior, of the

entire record in this matter, it is this 5th day of November,1981

ORDERED_;p

(1) In accordance with the Atomic Enegy Act of 1954, as amended,

and the rules and regulations of the Cormission, the Dirc-tor

of Nuclear Reactor Regulat ion is autbarized to issue a i.uense

- amendment to Wisconsin Electric Power Company to permit it to

return its Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Unit 1, to service af ter
_

repairing by sleeving up to six tubes that are over 40 percent
^

degraded.
~

(2) In accordance with 10 CFR 2.764(a), this Order shall be
'-- ef fective immediately subject to review by the Commission upon

:

_

.

-

-----i---um --- -
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its own Motion or upon exceptions file'd within 10 days of-

service pursuant to 10 CFR,s2.762. Exceptions may be filed

with the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board pursuant to

10 CFR 2.785ff.

FOR THE

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
WITH THE CONCURREtCE OF HUGH PAXTON, ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE'

.

Peter B. Yloch, Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

h %

.. h /\
p9ery R. Kl(ifie '~
EMINISTRATIVE JUDGE'

.

November 5. 1981
Bethesda, Maryland
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